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Surgical Record
20 major cases
Academic activities and events, including ongoing lectures at the training center
Scientific research is attached to this record in the form of a separate booklet according to the design desired by the applicant.

Surgical Records:

It contains tables:
 The information requested in these tables is filled in sequence by date
 Surgical specialty, meaning the period of time spent by a trainee in one of the specialties of surgery (general surgery, emergency,
orthopedic surgery ...)
 The type of operation is intended to mean whether this operation is emergency or otherwise and in the case of emergency
operations the letter E is mentioned before it
 Place a sign (Y) in the field that indicates your role in the operation as a primary surgeon, first assistant surgeon, or second
 The signature of the consultant is intended to sign the surgeon responsible for the patient
 The trainee should provide a summary of the number of surgeries required according to the manual at the end of each training
period, with his role as a surgeon or assistant

Month

/ Year of Surgery

……………… / …………………………………..

Name of Patient

Type of Procedure

Surgeon

Resident Surgeon

First Assistant

Second Assistant

Date of Surgery (Each Day)

20 MAJOR CASES
The major clinical condition is a report on the condition of a surgical condition, which is seen, studied, and treated by the attending
physician himself or with his participation or supervision. In this case, the patient must be studied and discussed well, scientifically and
academically so that he begins to narrate the patient's story and the positive assets clinically, verbally and radically, and then discuss the
diagnostic possibilities and the plan of treatment and management and follow-up to the end. The case report should not exceed two
medium and medium size Head of department and supervisor of training.

Conferences, seminars and scientific activities
The trainee must put it sequentially according to the schedule and according to the type of effectiveness
And to provide proof of attendance at scientific conferences

Scientific Research (TRUE WORK AND RESULTS AND NOT COPIED FROM TEXTBOOKS.)
It should include the main components of research such as introduction, methods of research, results, conclusion and discussion, with
reference to the accredited references, noting that the trainee, the research provider, should have a major role in the research.
This research is presented separately in the booklet and according to the design desired by the trainee

